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Race: White
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More Technical Skills
•Information Security
•Microsoft Office Certifications
•Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
•Productivity Software
•Cloud/SaaS Services
•Database Management
•Telecommunications
•Human Resources Software
•Accounting Software

Writing Services
If you're even a little erudite, it's easy money. I started with essays on humanities subjects for my
acquaintances from technical universities, then I switched to the portal "to find specialists.

Later, friends opened up to me a treasure trove of opportunities: in our department (they call it "the
faculty of noble maidens") there are many rich Muscovites who do not want to study. You look for
orders through friends or take them from your classmates. There is a lot of demand in the
department: from small homework in English and tickets for exams to diplomas. After one session,
I already had several regular customers among the students. At the beginning of my second year I
wrote my first scientific article through one such portal for publication in a journal on the VAK list,
where the results of dissertation research must be published.
Essay Writers
The market for writing papers is the most developed It gathers all the top universities, where
students' monetary capital is concentrated. some kind of advertising works in social networks and in
university groups such as "Listening to MSU", "Listening to Vyshka", telegram and instagram. The
word of mouth also works: you hear about performers from acquaintances and university chats.
Essay Writing Services
Paper Writing Services
Custom writing service
This market is mostly limited to personal contacts. But it is easier to get a positive evaluation there:
you can pay a bribe or participate in university activities, for example, in a dance club, and they will
turn a blind eye to your grades. It all depends on the university: if it is regional, large, and has at
least some capital concentrated around it, there is bound to be a performer.

